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Roman Numerals
There are seven basic symbols to write any Roman Numeral
Roman Numeral

I

V

X

L

C

D

M

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hindu Arabic Numeral

1

5

10

50 100

500

1000

Rule for forming Roman Numerals
Rule 1 Repetition of a Roman numeral means addition
Caution (1) Only I, X, C and M can be repeated
(2) V, L and D cannot be repeated
(3)

No numeral can be repeated more than 3 times

For example XX= 10+10

CCC= 100+100+100

Rule 2 A smaller numeral written to left of a larger numeral is always added to
the larger numeral
For example VI= 5+1=6

XII= 10+1+1= 12

Rule 3 A smaller numeral written to the left of a larger numeral is always
subtracted from the larger numeral
Caution

1

V, L, D are never subtracted

2

I can be subtracted from V, and X only

Writing Roman Numerals for Hindu Arabic
For example

89= 80+9= LXXX+IX=LXXXIX

199= 100+90+9= C+ XC+ IX= CXCIX
Write the Roman numeral for each of the following Hindu Arabic numerals in
the note book
(a)

78

(e)

148

(b)
(f)

239
369

(c)
(g)

347
465

(d)
(h)

296
366

Subject: English “Weavers”
Answers to previous question.

D. Match Monet's actions given in the first column with features of his
character that are shown by his actions. (Page- 29)

Sr.
No.
1

Monet's action

Monet's character

painted in all weather

persistent

2

saw the difference that
weather and time of the
day had on a subject

a keen observer

3

spent two years on a
series

patient

4

painted even with a weak devoted to his work
eyesight

5

changed canvas and
paints every hour

organized

E. Match Monet's actions given in the first column with features of his character
that are shown by his actions.
Monet was a keen observer. He saw the difference that weather and time of
the day had on a subject.
Monet was patient. He spent two years on a series.
Monet was organized. He changed canvas and paints every hour.
Monet was persistent. He painted in all weather.
Monet was devoted to his work. He painted even with a weak eyesight.

A. Rearrange the letters to form words from the text you read and write
their meanings.

Sr. No. Words
1

Magical

2

Objects

3

Decided

4

Series

5

Agreed

6

Shade

7

Similarly

8

Unbelievable

9

Tourist

10

Appreciated

11

Rushed

12

Surrounded

Today's Topic
Lesson -4 (Claude Money and the Haystack)
Revise lesson-4
(page 30)
A. Make as many words as you can from the silent word monochrome. For
example, chrome and Moon.
2. If you were to meet Monet, what questions would you ask him?
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Sub- Science

Chapter- 6 (Safety and First Aid)
Q1 State three safety rules on the road.
Ans- The three safety rules on the road are1. We should not play on the road.
2. We should walk on the foot path or safe side of road.
3. We should cross the road at zebra crossing
4. We should follow the road sign.
Q 2 What precaution should be taken to avoid accident at home?
Ans The precaution should be taken to avoid accidents at home are
as followsI. We should use sharp objects carefully
II. We should not play with fire.
III. We should not touch electricity wire.
IV. We should keep everything on their proper place.
V. We should not play on stairs or terraces.

To learn and write in fair note book.

Class: 5th

Subject: Hindi

*To write and learn word meaning of lesson -7.
*Write one page in sulekh sarita.

Class-5th

Subject - S. St.

Watch the video. Learn and write the following questions in notebook.
Q. 10 Mumbai has moderate climate whereas Delhi experiences extreme
climate. Give reason for the above given statement.
Ans. Distance from the sea, altitude, relief, distance from equator and
temperature are different for these locations so climate varies.
Q. 11 Ludhiana and Shimla lies at the same latitude. But Ludhiana is hotter as
compared to Shimla. Why?
Ans. It is due to height and sun rays there that make difference in the
temperature.
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Read these names. Write in your book above the English names
with pencil.

Read and learn page no. 9 of book. Watch the video to understand it better.

